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What’s

INSIDE

T

here’s a certain romance-themed holiday that
SGGYVWIZIV]*IFVYEV]XLEX[MPPWIRHWSQIJSPOW
WGVEQFPMRKJSVXLIRIEVIWXƥSVMWX&YXIZIR[LIR
it’s not Valentine’s Day, several companies are
already showing their love for faster payments and
are scrambling to get on board to deliver money at a smoother,
faster pace.
Financial institutions are implementing or researching ways to
implement new methods to speed up the process of exchanging
money. Across the globe — from the U.S. to Europe to India
— faster payment solutions are undergoing a rapid rise as
companies seek ways to adopt the solutions. These solutions
MRGPYHIVIEPXMQITE]QIRXW&&XVERWEGXMSRWERHFPSGOGLEMR
among others.
The availability of these faster payment solutions is offering
certain industries to innovate and allow money to exchange
hands more quickly. For the February feature story, PYMNTS
spoke with Geoff Arnold, CEO and founder of lienwaivers.io,
about how his company is helping businesses and workers in
the construction industry clear hurdles and get paid faster.

Here’s what’s happening around the world of
Faster Payments:
In recent weeks, many companies have notably made efforts to
either adopt faster payment technologies or demonstrate what
these solutions are capable of delivering.
Adopting newer payments technology can be an intimidating
concept for banks, but some companies are trying to give these
institutions a taste of what faster solutions can offer by allowing
companies to conduct their own experiments with it. D+H
Accelerates, for one, is offering banks a cloud-based testing
environment to provide simulated connectivity to realize the
potential of real-time payments. In another experiment, SWIFT is
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launching a proof-of-concept test to investigate how banks can
use blockchain technology to for cross-border payments and
settlements.
Internationally, several companies are turning to blockchain and
other solutions to make cross-border payments. In India, Axis
Bank is using Ripple, a blockchain-based payment network, to
allow cross-border transactions. Meanwhile in Europe, Siirto,
EVIEPXMQI44WIVZMGIERHGVSWWFEROMRKQSFMPITE]QIRXW
platform that works without a credit or debit card, made its
debut in Finland.
Check out the Tracker’s News section for the latest updates
from across the Faster Payments landscape.

FIVE FAST FACTS
$17 billion in credit
transactions processed during
2016 using Same Day ACH

Nine out of 10 European, Canadian commercial
banks exploring use of blockchain technology

35 countries have implemented or are developing
immediate payment schemes

U.S. goods and services trade with China
accounted for over $659 billion in 2015

India’s Axis Bank becomes
nation’s third lender to use
blockchain solutions
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“

You’re seeing roofers
who grew up with the
internet nowadays
… They have this
expectation that money
moves fast.

”

Can Faster Payments Deliver a Sledgehammer
To Construction Bureaucracy?

A

construction worker’s tool belt can carry a
host of important instruments necessary to
get the job done. So why not add a tool that
can cut through red tape and paperwork more
IJƤGMIRXP]#

For all the tools available across the construction trade,
faster payments solutions are not among the most utilized
by employers. However, recent advancements in payment
solutions are helping employees and contractors in the
construction trade get paid more quickly for their work by
I\TIHMXMRKXLIRIGIWWEV]I\GLERKISJTETIV[SVOWTIGMƤGEPP]
related to lien waivers.
In an effort to ensure workers (which include contractors or
subcontractors) are paid for their services and materials, they
can place a lien on a property until their payment is collected.
When the project is completed, they sign a legal document,
known as a lien waiver, acknowledging that they have been
paid for their services and are relinquishing their legal right to
ƤPIEPMIR
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While the arrangement is aimed at protecting both the
rights of property owners and the ability of workers to get
paid quickly, it can sometimes lead to complications, partly
because the contracts often come in paper form. So what
can an old-school industry to do innovate and speed up the
process of payment exchange? For the February feature
story, PYMNTS spoke with Geoff Arnold, CEO and cofounder
of lienwaivers.io, a company that offers a faster payment
solution for the construction trade.

Construction’s “chicken or an egg problem”
According to Arnold, physical paperwork is still the
predominant form of data exchange in the construction
industry, with most payments still executed by check. The
required lien waiver documents can complicate the payment
process, he said.
“Really, it’s like a chicken or an egg problem,” Arnold said.
“Payees do not want to release their lien rights until they’ve
been paid, and payers are often required to collect these
documents to protect themselves and also provide them back
XS[LSIZIVMWƤRERGMRKXLITVSNIGXű
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He gave an example of a roofer who completes a project for a
client. The roofer sends an invoice to the client, and the client
produces a check and drafts a lien waiver for the roofer to sign.
&YXXLIVSSJIVQYWXTL]WMGEPP]KSXSERSJƤGIXSWMKRXLIPMIR
waiver before they can collect their check or before the check
is put in the mail.

WEMHŰ%RHSRGI[IVIGIMZIGSRƤVQEXMSRXLEXXLIQSRI]LEW
moved, that lien waiver becomes available to the [employer].”

“Often it doesn’t happen in a timely manner,” Arnold said.

“You’ve got to understand that even a midsize homebuilder
MRXLI97WSQISRI[LSHSIWLSQIWEXEXMQIXLEXGER
VIWYPXMRXSPMIR[EMZIVWFIMRKI\GLERKIHTIVQSRXLű
he said. “We see this as an opportunity to go in and say,
‘There’s a better way.’”

Arnold believes his company has introduced a solution for
GSQTERMIWMRXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRƤIPHF]WTIIHMRKYTXLITVSGIWW
for both construction employees and employers. He describes
the company’s solutions as a “third party” that enables the
smooth exchange of paperwork and payments between
contractors and employers.

Arnold points out that getting that paperwork processed
quickly can come as a relief to employers because a single
project can require multiple lien waivers.

Building a better construction payment
solution

“Essentially our system kicks in, generates that lien waiver and
sends it out for electronic signature or notarization,” he said.
“At the same time, we take the payment and hold that payment
in escrow. So we initiate an ACH transfer, we pull those funds
into a trust account and there they sit.”

In early February, the U.S. Census Bureau reported that
FMPPMSR[EWWTIRXSRGSRWXVYGXMSRMR(IGIQFIV
Meanwhile, the most recent data available from the Bureau
of Labor Statistics indicates that the U.S. construction trade
IQTPS]IHVSYKLP]QMPPMSR[SVOIVWMR(IGIQFIV

After the necessary signatures are submitted, the contractors
can get their money at a much faster rate than by visiting an
SJƤGISV[EMXMRKJSVXLIQEMPLIWEMH

With so much money on the line and so many workers in
the trade, Arnold says the construction industry is ready for
innovation.

“Once that lien waiver is signed … we then move those funds
that we’ve held in escrow into the contractor’s account,” Arnold

“Construction is booming in the U.S., and you’re seeing more
and more builders come onto the market,” he said.

Essentially our system kicks in, generates
that lien waiver and sends it out for
electronic signature or notarization.
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UNDER THE HOOD
As more people join the construction workforce, Arnold said,
older attitudes on how business in the construction industry is
conducted are starting to shift. This is because the construction
workforce is attracting employees who are more tech-savvy and
have a better understanding of available payment solutions.
“You’re seeing roofers who grew up with the internet nowadays,”
he said. “They have this expectation that money moves fast.”
Arnold anticipates that builders, contractors and subcontractors
[MPPXYVRXSTE]QIRXWSPYXMSRWXSLIPTVIHYGIXLIMVFEGOSJƤGI
GSWXW7QEPPIVGSQTERMIW[MPPFIIWTIGMEPP]MRXIVIWXIHMRƤRHMRK
IJƤGMIRXWSPYXMSRWLIWEMH
Ű;I[SVO[MXLEGYWXSQIV[LSLEWRSFEGOSJƤGIűLIWEMH
Ű8LI]HSEWMKRMƤGERXEQSYRXSJFYWMRIWWTIV]IEV[MXLIMKLX
employees …. And they’re doing that by leveraging technology.”
He believes introducing faster payment options to the industry
can pay off for both the employer and the employee.
“Construction is very relationship-based, so [employers] are
eager to please their subcontractors as long as it doesn’t add a
bunch of overhead on their part,” said Arnold.
With these solutions in place, Arnold believes lienwaivers.io
has provided a valuable new instrument that was previously
missing from the construction industry’s tool kit. Beyond the
construction industry, Arnold believes the solutions offered can
be applied to other industries that are interested in streamlining
the payment process.
“We do see opportunity anywhere where documentation
needs to be exchanged for payment, and there is essentially
this timing issue,” he said. “Between ensuring that the
documentation is returned before the payment is made and vice
versa, we do see an opportunity there.”

How do faster solutions
for escrow payments work?
“Speed and geography are big challenges when
processing escrow payments. Often, buyers and
sellers — or, in our case, general contractors and
subcontractors, vendors or suppliers— are located
in different parts of the country, which presents a
coordination challenge. Documents that substantiate
important legal rights are being exchanged for
TE]QIRXWERHFSXLWMHIWRIIHXSFIWEXMWƤIHFIJSVI
releasing money or liability.
Software-as-a-Service solutions that focus on
electronic signature, electronic notarization and
electronic payments aim to simplify this problem.
These SaaS tools are able to coordinate the entire
process by enabling the software to hold the relevant
documents and keep the funds in escrow until both
sides meet their requirements.
Here’s how it works. A general contractor uses the
system to send a lien waiver to a subcontractor,
vendor or supplier via email, and the system initiates
an ACH transfer to secure the funds in an escrow
account. The recipient signs the document using
XLIMVƤRKIVSVOI]FSEVHERHXLIWMKRIHHSGYQIRX
is stored in the solution’s platform. If notarization
services are required, the solution connects the
recipient to a real-life notary over video chat to verify
the signer’s identity. Once the necessary documents
are transmitted, the solution initiates an ACH transfer
from the escrow account to pay the recipient for their
services.
8LIWIWSPYXMSRWKMZITE]IIWERHTE]IVWGSRƤHIRGI
that they’re not going to jeopardize their side of the
transaction, while vastly reducing time, error and
uncollected receivables.”

Geoff Arnold, CEO of lienwaivers.io
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News & Trends
Life in the faster payments lane
NACHA releases Same Day ACH stats
2%',%NYWXVIPIEWIHXLIɅƤRHMRKWɅJVSQ7EQI(E]%',
XVERWEGXMSRHEXEGSPPIGXIHFIX[IIR7ITXIQFIVERH
(IGIQFIV2%',%ŭW7EQI(E]%',W]WXIQMWER
industry initiative aimed at helping speed the adoption of faster
payments. In a statement, NACHA president and CEO Janet
3)WXITWEMHɅŰ-RMXWƤVWXXLVIIQSRXLWSJSTIVEXMSR7EQI(E]
ACH has proven that it is a valuable faster payment solution
for a variety of users, including businesses, consumers and
ƤRERGMEPMRWXMXYXMSRWűɅ%GGSVHMRKXS2%',%ŭWHEXE7EQI
(E]%',[EWVIWTSRWMFPIJSVQSVIXLERQMPPMSRGVIHMX
XVERWEGXMSRW[MXLEGSQFMRIHZEPYISJEFSYXFMPPMSR
8LIHEXEEPWSJSYRH&&TE]QIRXWQEHIYTTIVGIRXSJ
Same Day ACH volume. NACHA plans to further explore
how faster payment solutions impact the speed of business
ERHXLITE]QIRXWIGSW]WXIQMR%TVMP[LIRXLIMVɅPAYMENTS
conferenceɅOMGOWSJJMR%YWXMR8I\EWɅ

Peering into B2B payments’ (near-term) future
2%',%ŭWHEXETSMRXWXSIRGSYVEKMRKXVIRHWMRXLI&&WTEGI
But what does the future hold for &&TE]QIRXW? Without a
GV]WXEPFEPPMXŭWHMJƤGYPXXSWE]*SVXYREXIP]4=1287VIGIRXP]
spoke with Dave Yohe, vice president of marketing for
BillingTree, to get a sense of what lies ahead for payments and
&&MR%GGSVHMRKXS=SLIXLISZIVEVGLMRKXLIQIMWŰXS
reduce the friction or the delay in payments.” One boon could
come from the movement away from standard ACH activity
and the recent emergence of the Same Day ACH initiative.
7EQIHE]%',GERLIPT&&XVERWEGXMSRWQSZIWQSSXLP]
Yohe said.

ACH faster payments are putting fraud protection
to the test
As payments get faster, security is becoming a growing
GSRGIVR&EROWEVILEZMRKEHMJƤGYPXXMQIOIITMRKTEGI
[LMGLMWQEOMRKMXXSYKLXSƤKLXJVEYH%RHVI[(EZMIWEZMGI
TVIWMHIRXEX*MWIVZGSRƤVQIHXS%QIVMGER&EROIVXLEX%',
JVEYHMWKVS[MRKERHQSRI]MWHMJƤGYPXXSVIGSZIVMJMXMWWXSPIR
in this manner. With credit-based ACH payments now being
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WIXXPIH[MXLMRXLIWEQIHE]QER]ƤRERGMEPMRWXMXYXMSRWEVI
unable to analyze suspicious transactions in such a shortened
timeframe. Davies noted that banks are seeing an increase in
GEWIWSJQEPMGMSYWWSJX[EVIMQTEGXMRK%',ƤPIWXSTIVTIXVEXI
fraud.

Keeping it real-time payments
D+H Accelerates gives banks a taste of real-time
payments’ potential
Some banks have reservations about delving into real-time
payment solutions. In an effort to help banks without them
realize what they’re missing, D+H Accelerates is offering
institutions simulated connectivity using a cloud-based testing
environment. The environment simulates connectivity to The
Clearing House’s Real-time Payments System and is meant
to offer banks a glimpse of executing and clearing payments
on the network. In a press release, Steve Ledford, senior vice
president of Product and Strategy for The Clearing House, said
the company is “committed to making real-time payments a
reality in the United States.”

ACI Worldwide expands access to immediate
payments schemes
Other companies are also aiming to increase access to realtime payment tools. To that end, ACI Worldwide announced a
new version of its UP Immediate Payments solution. The new
version includes several updates designed for the management
of real-time payments and is expected to deliver connectivity
to the pan-European SEPA Instant Credit Transfer Scheme
(SCT Inst) and the TCH Real-time Payments in the U.S. Both
these systems are expected to be launched later this year. In
a statement, Barry Kislingbury, director of solution consulting
JSV%'-WEMHŰ[MPPFIERI\GMXMRK]IEVJSVMQQIHMEXI
payments in Europe and the U.S.” but added that it is “crucial”
that payment providers and institutions participate in the
schemes.
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News & Trends
Around the blockchain
SWIFT prepares to take a chance on blockchain for
cross-border payments
Will banks come to stop worrying and learn to love blockchain?
Some companies believe the answer is yes, but only if these
institutions understood the technology’s potential. To that end,
SWIFT announced plans to launch a proof-of-concept test
to explore the use of blockchain technology for cross-border
payments and settlements by banks. The move is part of its
overall global payments innovation initiative, which explores
innovative technologies to streamline and accelerate interbank
payments used to move money across borders. However,
SWIFT cautioned that there is no guarantee that a functional
application using blockchain for cross-border payments will
emerge from the experiment.

Unblocking faster cross-border payments with
blockchain
Other companies are already convinced of blockchain’s
potential and have taken steps to implement solutions and get
payments delivered across borders faster. In this regard, Align
Commerce recently announced a new blockchain-powered
payment rail between the U.S. and the U.K. to help British
merchants deliver money faster. Align’s CEO Marwan Forzley
recently told PYMNTS that the company aims to create an
“express lane” between parties for cross-border payments.
Forzley also said greater regulation is needed to help build
consumer trust in blockchain technology.

Faster Payments news around the world
UK Faster Payments scheme eases access for
developers
One of the issues with delivering faster payment solutions is
how smoothly the transactions are completed. To address these
TVSFPIQW9/FEWIH*EWXIV4E]QIRXWVIEGLIHSYXXSƤRERGMEP
service providers in an effort to ease the friction these providers
encounter with joining its scheme. A report by key stakeholders
found that some key requirements, such as building the
technology and maintaining it, can be burdensome for those
seeking to join the scheme. The group rolled out a resource for
HIZIPSTIVW[LSGVIEXIWSPYXMSRWJSVƤRERGMEPWIVZMGITVSZMHIVW
and FinTech innovators to help these businesses link customer
accounts to Faster Payments. The scheme offers real-time
credits for payments made online or by mobile device that are
ZEPYIHEXSVPIWW
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EU sets goal of half-cent cross-border transactions
Moves to adopt faster payment solutions are also being seen in
the rest of the European continent. For example, the European
Central Bank (ECB) is ramping up its effort to develop a realtime cross-border payments system across the EU and is
PSSOMRKEXEWEGVMXMGEPQSQIRXMRXLEXXVENIGXSV]8LI)'&
estimates that cost per transaction won’t exceed one Euro cent
ERHLEWEKSEPSJLEZMRKƤRERGMEPWIVZMGITVSZMHIVWWIXXPIGVSWW
border transactions for a half-Euro cent. The ECB will decide
whether the service will be developed by June.

Hungary wants to introduce instant payments by
2019
Elsewhere in Europe, the National Bank of Hungary revealed it
is working on plans to create a domestic instant money transfer
framework that would build on the EU’s revised Payment
Services Directive and the SEPA credit transfer (SCT) standard.
8LIFEROWEMHXLIRI[W]WXIQ[MPPIREFPITE]QIRXWSJYTXS
QMPPMSR,YRKEVMER*SVMRXLSYVWEHE]MRERIJJSVXXSGVIEXI
a more competitive environment. While Hungary’s economy
has been largely cash-based, the county has seen an increase
in contactless card activity. Details related to the operation
and development of the infrastructure are expected to become
available early this year.

Siirto helps Finland move forward with real-time
payments
Other European nations are already ahead of their neighbors in
terms of adopting faster payment technologies. Siirto, a realXMQI44WIVZMGIERHcross-banking mobile payments platform,
has debuted in Finland. The platform works without a credit or
debit card and allows consumers to use real-time payments
and make instant money transfers from their smartphones
and between different banks. Siirto was created through a
collaboration between software-as-a-service company Tieto,
Finnish ATM operator Automatia and Finnish banks.

Axis Bank pulls Ripple into cross-border payments
efforts
Faster payment adoption is not just a trend being seen in
European nations. In India, Axis Bank has announced it will use
Ripple’s blockchain-based payment network to enable crossborder transactions. According to reports, the move means
Axis Bank can provide real-time settlement of those payments.
India has become a hotbed for cross-border blockchain-based
transaction by tapping Ripple, and Axis Bank is taking its
international payments initiatives to into a new realm for crossborder transactions. Ripple’s CEO Brad Garlinghouse described
India’s economy as a “very important market that is ripe for
payments innovation.”

8

Executive Insight
What steps are necessary to remove
roadblocks for businesses seeking to
adopt faster payments solutions?
Many businesses – of all sizes – rely on
the support of payments service providers
and processors to manage many payments
processes and functions. Without provider
and processor adoption of currently available
faster payments solutions, many businesses
are unable to even implement faster payments
STXMSRWPIXEPSRIVIETXLIFIRIƤXWJEWXIV
payments can provide. Continued adoption
of solutions, such as Same Day ACH, by
the processors and providers servicing the
business community will help ensure that
businesses can realize the costs savings and
IJƤGMIRGMIWXLEXSJJIVMRKWPMOI7EQI(E]%',
provide. And the continued education around
faster payments and promotion of these
initiatives can help both providers and the
business community grow to understand the
capabilities of these offerings to further and
accelerate adoption and implementation.

Janet O. Estep, president and CEO of NACHA
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